
INDUSTRY
• Social Networking

• Photo/Video/Camera Mobile App  

PROFILE
• PHHHOTO app for Android, iPhone/iPad available as a free 

download

• Over 1 million daily active users

• Website: https://www.phhhoto.com

CHALLENGES
• Needed access to a high quality SMS platform that also offered 

secure end-user verifications 

• Wanted a simplified registration process to securely grow user 
base and increase conversions 

• Required a security solution that would allow them to reduce 
user verification costs

BENEFITS
• Access to a superior SMS platform—higher quality, speed, 

reliability and deliverability

• Simplified sign-up flow/user verification process with increased 
conversion rates

• Significant reduction in overall verification costs—30% to 50% 
savings per month

• Dedicated fraud prevention partner—monitors traffic/
conversions for potential threats

PHHHOTO® SIMPLIFIES SIGN-UP FLOW RESULTING 
IN INCREASED CONVERSIONS AND REDUCED COSTS

CASE STUDY

PHHHOTO® is a mobile camera app that shoots instant 
moving pictures people can share socially with others, bringing 
everything to life. Quicker than video, better than stills, 
PHHHOTO’s social network of animated gifs provides people a 
community to share, follow, like, comment and engage visually 
and creatively with over 1 million daily active users. It’s not 
your typical photo sharing app.  

PHHHOTO understands how important it is to have verified 
users in their ecosystem to maintain an authentic user base, 
a high average revenue per user (ARPU) and to protect 
brand reputation. The company has been collecting users’ 
phone numbers during new account registration since their 
PHHHOTO app launched in 2012. This has helped reduce 
fake and duplicate accounts, prevent unauthorized account 
takeovers and minimize customer churn. 

PHHHOTO recently switched to TeleSign because of the 
superior SMS platform, lower verification costs, simplified sign-
up flow and 24-hour traffic monitoring.  

“Using TeleSign to verify phone numbers at 
registration helped us simplify the sign-up flow, 
increase conversions, reduce verification costs 
and maintain our authentic user base.”

ANDY ALLBEE 
Product Manager, 
PHHHOTO
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TeleSign is a communications platform as a service (CPaaS) company, founded 
on security. Since 2005, TeleSign has been a trusted partner to the world’s 
leading websites and mobile applications, helping secure billions of end-user 
accounts. Today, TeleSign’s data-driven, cloud communications platform is 
changing the way businesses engage with customers and prevent fraud. 

For more information, please visit www.telesign.com | @TeleSign

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGES 
PHHHOTO has always required new users to provide a phone number 
as part of their verification process in order to prevent bulk account 
creations and reduce fake and duplicate accounts.  PHHHOTO was 
seeking a new vendor to fulfill requirements for a more simplified 
registration process to securely grow their user base, increase 
conversions and reduce verification costs. The company also wanted 
a vendor that offered an even higher quality, global SMS platform 
to ensure time-sensitive PIN codes could be successfully delivered 
worldwide. They were also interested in a solution that offered additional 
security features to protect their users from online account fraud. 

SOLUTION
PHHHOTO evaluated several vendors and ultimately chose TeleSign 
because of its comprehensive global account security solution that 
differentiates it from other SMS communication providers. As a Mobile 
Network Operator (MNO), TeleSign maintains strong relationships with 
hundreds of telecommunication providers worldwide, which leads to 
more reliable SMS delivery and conversion rates.  TeleSign also showed 
expertise in online account fraud prevention.   

PHHHOTO deployed SMS Verify and Voice Verify at new account 
registration where the user’s phone number is collected and then 
verified via text message or text-to-speech PIN code (a feature of Voice 
Verify). These services are also used for password resets — a link to reset 
the password is sent to the phone number that has already been verified 
and associated with the account upon sign-up—which has also helped 
reduce support-related costs.   

For an automatic and frictionless user verification process in PHHHOTO’s 
mobile application they deployed App Verify.  For Android-based users, 
the one-click registration process is now much simpler and smoother 
and has resulted in increased conversions and secure growth of their 
user base. 

KEY BENEFITS
Access to a superior SMS platform with higher quality, speed, 
reliability and deliverability

The biggest goal for any online account-based company is to increase 
registrations/sign-ups. “TeleSign is an essential business partner for us,” 
states Andy Allbee, Product Manager at PHHHOTO, “as it is mission-
critical our users are able to verify their phone number quickly in order to 
complete the registration process. With TeleSign, we see higher delivery 
rates and are able to reach more users globally.” 

Simplified sign-up flow/user verification process, which has resulted 
in increased conversion rates

App Verify helped PHHHOTO simplify the sign-up flow resulting in 
increased conversion rates for Android-based users. The App Verify 
process allows users to stay in the app during verification while it 

signals the user’s phone in the background automatically. The sign-up 
flow provides an intuitive user-experience—new users no longer need 
to leave the app to retrieve a text message or phone call, potentially 
abandoning the signup process.   
 
Significant reduction in overall verification costs, approximately 
30% to 50% savings per month

Since deploying SMS Verify and App Verify, PHHHOTO has been able 
reduce overall verification costs by 30% to 50%, which was key factor 
in selecting TeleSign.  PHHHOTO reports they have gained more 
transparent, predictable costs by utilizing a mix of both services. App 
Verify provides a lower cost per conversion than SMS-based phone 
verification alone.

Dedicated fraud prevention partner who monitors traffic/
conversions for potential threats

PHHHOTO’s previous SMS vendor did not provide monitoring of their 
SMS and voice traffic and conversions for red flags, suspicious patterns 
or potential threats. With TeleSign, 24-hour traffic monitoring is included 
and has already helped PHHHOTO prevent an International Revenue 
Share Fraud (IRSF) attack. TeleSign’s Client Services team identified a 
spike in voice traffic, immediately contacted PHHHOTO and together 
were able to prevent the impact of an IRSF attack—fraudulent Voice 
Verify activity and related costs.

ABOUT PHHHOTO
PHHHOTO® is the next-generation camera app that brings pictures 
to life. Its unique, animated camera captures a series of frames, then 
loops them back and forth, making it easy for anyone to make and share 
images that look and feel alive. PHHHOTO app for Android, iPhone/iPad 
is available as a free download.  

“App Verify has helped us simplify our in-app 
verification process. As a result, we are seeing 
increased registration conversions as Android-
based users no longer leave the app to  
complete the sign up process.”

JOSEPH JORGENSEN 
CTO, 
PHHHOTO


